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Brian is the owner of Gong’s Market and pharmacy in Sanger.  
Gong’s Market participates in the Retail Program with the Fresno 
County Champions for Change. In May 2014, Brian launched a 
Healthy Checkout aisle during Fruit and Veggie Fest.   
 
Brian sees the need for access to healthier food due to so many 
low-income residents with chronic diseases. Brian decided to use 
his store as a way to help make a healthy and positive change for 
the residents of Sanger. 
 
Brian has been very supportive of the Champions for Change 
program, implementing healthy initiatives —such as healthy 
check-out aisles, which offer healthier options at check-out lanes. 
All unhealthy snacks, as determined by USDA nutritional 
standards, have been removed from the Healthy Checkout aisle 
and have been replaced with healthy snacks. In partnership with 

OK Produce, baskets and a refrigeration unit were provided for fresh fruit, cut fruit, 100% fruit juice, 
salads and other healthy snacks in the healthy checkout aisle. Brian also worked with Pepsi to stock 
healthier drinks, such as water and coconut water in the healthy checkout aisle refrigerator.  
 
The healthy changes have been a great success with trends showing the increase of sales for 
snacks in the Healthy Checkout Aisle.  Brian explains that “the Champions for Change Program has 
really helped Gong’s Market highlight the healthy items in our store and has increased awareness of 
health with our employees.” 
 
Brian recognizes that because he owns one of 
the largest grocery stores in the city of Sanger, 
many people shop there and the healthy 
changes he makes for his store have great 
impact on the residents and consumers. 
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